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be.Following the past year's battle of the Bitcoin and Ethereum networks, most of the attention is no longer on the virtual coins, but the real world of real estate. The housing market is undergoing something of a boom with the recent crash largely reversed in the
past year. Coupled with the rise of Bitcoin and Ethereum, the real estate market has had to face two new financial institutions. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum are transactions systems that allow the transfer of money. They do this by allowing people to buy products
(usually goods or services) by using money in electronic form, leaving the actual physical item in the possession of the buyer. Essentially, we send money to another party who can convert the value into goods or services for us. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum have

experienced meteoric rise in value in the past few years, becoming two of the most valuable currencies in the world. In fact, Bitcoin is probably the most valuable currency in the world currently. As the lead currency of the peer-to-peer exchange, it currently has a
value of over $365 billion. Ethereum has also experienced a similar rise, only more so. The Ethereum team, unlike the developers of Bitcoin, did not simply transfer and add value with each block, but rather created a programmable scripting language to allow
programmers to build complex applications (think of it as eScripts for Blockchain). This has led to it building the second largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization, only behind Bitcoin. So, what does this mean for real estate? Let's take a look at how real
estate will have to deal with these developments. First, the real estate market can in some ways view Bitcoin and Ethereum as two separate markets. Bitcoin, as the biggest currency, already has products and services to its name. For example, Bitcoin digital
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.Image copyright Reuters Image caption Ardern says the threat level is still elevated A "level two" state of emergency has been declared in the town of Christchurch, in the south of New Zealand, after a mosque was bombed. There were no confirmed injuries,
police said. Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern said the threat level was still elevated. The mosque is located close to the site where gunman Brenton Tarrant was filmed live streaming the killings on social media. New Zealand's worst mass killing has prompted the
nation to call a "time of unity and resilience", the prime minister has said. The warning was followed by the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra cancelling a concert at the city's Hagley Park. "We will not be intimidated or allow any acts of violence to disrupt this

moment that we have all been waiting for, since day one," Ms Ardern said. "A new dawn has arrived in New Zealand. And I hope that it will be a dawn for many, many years to come." Media playback is unsupported on your device Media caption New Zealand police
put up a car on the street blocking passers-by Image copyright New Zealand Police Image caption Police attended the incident within minutes of the emergency call Ms Ardern said the state of emergency would remain in place for the foreseeable future. The prime
minister also announced that the country's flag would be lowered to half-mast for a week in honour of the victims. No-one has been arrested in connection with the shootings. Minutes after the attack, a man drove a vehicle through a crowd of people at the scene

and struck people with his vehicle. Six people were hurt, police said. Media playback is unsupported on your device Media caption The mosque attack was streamed live on Facebook Image copyright Reuters Image caption More than 40 people were killed at the Al
Noor Mosque The alleged gunman was named as 28-year-old Australian Brenton Tarrant. He is reported to have published a 74-page manifesto before the attacks. New Zealand's Muslim community was targeted in the shootings. The mosque was attacked minutes

after Friday prayers, which are the main weekly Muslim prayer ritual. It is located on the grounds of a large, multi-faith cemetery, which was also damaged in the attack. The Al Noor mosque released a statement saying that the
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